
Key messages 4EUROFER

Three trade related key priorities

> EU steel safeguard: Should be extended beyond June 2021 as 
circumstances that led to Its introduction have not changed.

> EU Trade Defence: Current trend to improve their application, and 
apply them without inhibition, should be continued.

> Carbon Border Adjustment: Should be set it at an effective level, for a 
sufficient transition period complementary to existing carbon leakage 
provisions (free allocation and compensation at benchmark level).
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EUROFER EU steel : Jobs and production sites

A significant employer with large value added

The EU steel industry supports nearly 2.6 million jobs

The EU steel industry creates 

around €1 A8 billion of Gross Value Added
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EUROFER . Steel market situation and outlook 6

International Steel Market
Massive global excess capacity persisting, global steel glut fuels steel market instability

> By 2020 global excess steel capacity reached around 650 Million Tonnes (3 times total EU production capacity)

> Excess capacity driven by China but also India, Turkey, Iran, Korea, Vietnam, Brazil, Russia, Indonesia...

> Root causes: inefficacy of market mechanism to address excess capacity and national policy distortions

3.000 80%
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Excess capacity H Production ™ Capacity utilization rate
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EUROFER . Steel market situation and outlook 7

International Steel Market
COVID crisis: global steel demand recovering in 2021 but diverging regional trends 

Steel demand in developed countries expected not to return to pre-covid level in 2021

> Global steel demand in 2020 (-2.4%) and 2021f (+4.1%)

> Steel demand in developed economies in 2020 (-14%) and 

2021f (+8%) compared with developing countries excluding 

China in 2020 (-12%) and 2021f (+11%)

> Chinese steel demand in 2020 (+8%) and 2021f (0%)

USMCA EUROPEAN UNION (28)

2020

-15.3%

114.6Mt

2021
+6.7%

122.2Mt
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-15.2%
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2021
+11.0%
149.0Mt
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EUROFER . Steel market situation and outlook

EU Steel Market
EU steel consumption will not return to pre-covid levels in 2021

> EU steel demand sharply decreased by -15% (2020) and will not recoverto pre-Covid levels before 2022

> The EU steel quotas - periodically relaxed - have become disproportionally high in the wake of the demand 

collapse in 2020 and only partial recovery in 2021
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EU Steel Market
EU steel trade balance turned structurally negative

> Between 2012 and 2018 (period 

before US Section 232 and EU 

safeguard) EU steel imports more 

than doubled (+112%) while EU 

exports decreased (-26%)

> Multiple EU steel anti-dumping 

duties imposed in the period 2012 - 

2017 (before the US Section 232 /
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EU Steel Safeguard

The critical conditions that led the EU to initiate steel safeguard action are after 3 

years still present - safeguard extension is justified and needed

> Protectionism in third country markets in a context of 

persisting, even worsening, global excess capacity

> Trade diversion towards the EU triggered by the U.S. 

Section 232 import tariff having drastically reduced US 

imports

> Continued risk of serious injury by deviated import 

surges hitting the still vulnerable European steel 

industry
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EU Steel Safeguard
Industry Adjustment under the safeguard

> EU steel capacity closures intensified since the Global 

Financial Crisis (2009) and have continued since the 

imposition of the safeguard (2018)

> EU steel industry adjustment has been guided by product 

innovation, productivity improvement and increasing 

investment technologies towards C02 emission 

mitigation (over 5 billion EUR on improving efficiency, 

over 3 billion EUR on competitiveness, over 14 billion EUR 

in environmental actions, total investment of 26 billion 

EUR required for overall C02 abatement by 2030)

26 million tonnes of permanent capacity closures 2009-2020 (EU28) 
25% of total EU steel workforce lost 2009-2019 (EU28)

Ф Blast Furnace capacity closures 

ф Electric Arc Furnace capacity closures
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• Miscolc 0.4

Source: Company and press announcements
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EU Steel Safeguard
By applying tariff-free quotas with liberalisation, the ELI steel safeguard is a critical factor

of stability in a volatile market

X
X

V

As a trade measure, the Safeguard provides a safety net against market-disrupting import deflection

The function of the Safeguard is not to micro-manage or respond to short-term tensions in demand, supply or prices

Concretely, the EU steel quotas did not cause or affect the sudden shocks in demand, supply and prices seen since the 

Covid crisis

Rather, by designing liberalised tariff-free quotas the safeguard has shown much restraint reflecting strict respect of 

WTO conditions and striking a balance between the interest of all operators
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Carbon Border Adjustment
Why do we need a CBA complementing free allocation measures ?

> Unilateral EU carbon costs, even with free allocation: existing carbon leakage measures are already only partial and digressive. Due to the strict benchmarks, 
their limited coverage of the overall steel processing and further deductions such as the cross sectoral correction factor, when applied, even with free allocation 
and compensation, EU producers bear carbon costs that are not applied to extra ELI competitors. This divergence will further increase in the future. A properly 
designed CBA would address this divergence without leading to double protection.

> Exports: unless there is full rebate on EU exports to third countries, a CBA with full auctioning for EU producers would burden them with the full carbon costs, 
thereby undermining their ability to access export markets.

> Ability to invest: if free allocation is removed too quickly before the EU sector implements the low carbon technologies, EU producers would be exposed to the 
full carbon costs, which would severely undermine their ability to finance directly and indirectly such investments.

> Truly level playing field: the CBA would apply only to the marginal tons that third countries' producers export to the EU (usually less than 5%), while EU 
producers would pay the costs for the entire production. In that context, a CBA with full auctioning would put a much bigger cost impact on EU producers than 
on importers (see UBS report).

> Impact on downstream sectors: a CBA complementary to free allocation and indirect costs compensation would decrease the product price impact on 
downstream sectors within the EU, hence better preserving the entire value chain.

> Impact on trade flows and trade relations: a CBA implemented as a complementary instrument would also reduce the direct impact on trade flows and would 
mitigate trade tensions as it would provide a longer transition for negotiations with international partners to align climate ambition.

> Legal certainty: rules on carbon leakage measures for the period until 2030 have been adopted very recently and should not be modified at short notice.

> Compatibility with WTO rules: perfectly possible as long as imports are not being discriminated.
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Carbon Border Adjustment: Results of CRU report on EU ETS & CBA
ЕЦ £T$ and carbon leäkags measures analysis

Key conclusions: General and product specific
General conclusions

* Even with current free allowances regime based on strict benchmark rules, the ELI steel industry is already tosing competitiveness versus imports today because of 
the unilateral costs of the EU ETS that imports do not bear

* CRU estimates that in 2018, when the carbon price was 20 €/t, the EU industry incurred ETS costs in the order of €890m, including €550m, or 8.1 €/t, for HRC 
producers and €340m, or 7.9 €/t, for Longs producers.

* If the carbon price increases from 20€/t to 50€/t, the model finds that the continuation of existing carbon leakage measures and competitive pressure of carbon 
cost free imports mitigates the impact on steel prices Imports are forecast to increase by up to 38%, depending on product and market conditions, putting 
downward pressure on EU mill capacity utilisation.

For HRC, the replacement of free allowances with CBAwill lead to much greater cost and price increases, by 12-17%, and will generally lead to significant import 
growth, by up to 51%, accompanied by declines in EU mill capacity utilisation, except for the situations when market conditions are strong globally.

HRC

• The HRC market is characterised by mills, both in the EU and among the 
traditional importers, which utilise the integrated, BF/BOF steel production 
route.

• Continuation of existing carbon leakage measures without complementary 
measures, alongside the CO2 price increase from 20 €/t to 50 ét, 

negatively impacts EU mills’ competitiveness and translates to higher 
imports (by up to 15-38%) in the steady state and low case. Small price 
variations are expected due to the competitive pressure of carbon cost-free 
imports and the mitigation impact of carbon leakage measures.

• A CBA replacing free allocation for EU mills under rising C02 prices will 
result in more substantial cost and price increases across the industry (12- 
17%). In addition, CBA with full auctioning leads to much higher imports (up 
by 44-51%) and declines in EU mills’ capacity utilisation in steady state and 
low market while only in tight market conditions imports decrease.

Longs

• The Longs market is characterised by EU mills, which utilize primarily the 
mini-mill, EAF-based production process. Scope 2 emissions constitute 75- 
80% of total carbon costs, while the remaining part concerns scope 1 
emissions.

• Importers of long products represent a mix of BF/BOF and EAF production 
capacity, depending on the importer region.

• Continuation of existing carbon leakage measures without complementary 
measures, alongside the C02 price increase from 20 €/t to 50 €/t results in 
EU mills losing competitiveness vs importers As a result, imports increase 
(by up to 5%) and EU capacity utilisation falls Small price variations are 
expected due to the competitive pressure of imports and the mitigation 
impact of carbon leakage measures
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Carbon Border Adjustment
Uneven impact on EU producers (paying carbon costs on entire production) and EU 

importers (paying carbon costs only for their sales to the EU)

Global Research 8 February 2021

Figure 44: Potential exposure of Russian and Turkish steel stocks to EU CBA

Exports to
EU in 2019, 

kt

Scope 1 C02 
emissions per 
tonne of steel

Assumed free 
allocation, t of 
C02/t of steel

Taxable 
tonnes of 

C02/t of steel

C02 price, 
US$/t

Cost per tonne 
of steel

shipped to EU, 
US$

Total
additional cost 
to company, 

US$/t

% of 2019 
EBITDA

NLMK 2.700 1.81 1.38 0.43 42.9 18.46 50 1.9%
Severstal 2,332 1.87 1.38 0.50 42.9 21.23 50 1.8%
EVRAZ 391 2.02 1.38 0.65 42.9 27.66 11 0.4%
MMK 45 2.18 1.38 0.80 42.9 34.48 2 0.1%
Erdemir* 950 1.97 1.38 0.59 42.9 25.46 24 2.5%

Source: UBS, Metal Expert, company data. * Erdemir does not disclose its sales to the EU or C02 emissions, so we assume c55% of total exports, and its emissions 
are in the middle of the range for the group

Note by EUROFER on the 
penultimate column: 
read "million U5$" 
instead of "US$/t"
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Carbon Border Adjustment

> The green transformation in steel, the Green Deal, will not succeed without fair competition in trade and balanced 

environmental costs. The steel industry is the weathervane for whether Europe will find its place in the new world 

order.

> Steel has the greatest leverage effect on the path to a climate-neutral Europe. This path will only be traversable if 

European industrial value chains are kept intact.

> Continuing free allocation at benchmark level and compensation of indirect C02 costs remains the single most 

important measure to prevent carbon leakage within the set of measures necessary to succeed in the green transition 

of the ELI steel industry.

> The Commission should agree, without delay, to work with the steel industry on a steel action concept as proposed by 

Germany.
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Indonesia: Government-supported Development of Massive Stainless Steel Capacities -
Export Restrictions on Metallurgie Raw Materials

Indonesian Government targeted subsidies on key raw materials 
(e.g. Nickel) and directed financing

External support of the Chinese government

Artificial development of export-oriented stainless steel capacities in Indonesia 
(already the largest stainless steel exporter in 2020)

Protect the EU industry from dumped and subsidised imports 
on-going AD/CVD Investigations on SS cold rolled flat products

1Л1
Act at the source of the artificial competitivity 
-> WTO panel requested by EU

Stainless Steel Melting Capacities (in Million tonnes)
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Global Forum on Steel Excess Capacity

Need for effective implementation of the established principles and recommendations for
solving excess steel capacity

>

>

>

>

To keep the Forum's focus on the steel capacity problem (to avoid evolving into a parallel OECD steel committee by too 

much broadening its agenda)

To deepen the analysis of the drivers of steel capacity expansions (inefficacy of market mechanism and national policy 

distortions creating overinvestments in capacities)

To inject the GFSEC template into WTO reform of stronger 

disciplines on industrial subsidies and other support 

measures that contribute to excess capacity and distort 

markets

Open communication and information of the Forum's work 

to the public

PI American 
Iron and Steel 
Institute

SAISI CANACERO.

IndianSteel
ASSOCIATION

SSII~H=I
Specially Steel Industry 

of North America

(ÜD
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WTO Reform
Stronger international subsidy rules and disciplines are critical to EU Industry including steel

> The Global Forum on Steel Excess Capacities provides the substantial groundwork for negotiating stronger 

subsidy disciplines (expansion of prohibited subsidies under the ASCM by including the most distorting 

subsidy types contributing to excess capacity and trade distortions such as government soft loan, equity 

infusions and debt/equity swaps, benefits from and to SOEs...)

> Several diplomatic initiatives are being taken including the EU - U.S. - Japan Trilateral and the EU - China 

discussions on subsidy disciplines.

> Understanding the difficulties related to extreme U.S. views on subsidy prohibitions and a push back 

expected from China (and other emerging economies), is there any progress to be expected on the short

term? What leverage does the EU have?
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Instrument to Address Foreign Subsidies
EUROFER welcomes the commission's initiative to address foreign subsidies distorting the EU internal market

Key elements of the EUROFER position

1. Presumption of the distorting 2. Presumption of a fundamental 
effect of foreign subsidies for the long-term EU interest in favour of
steel sector, as it is facing massive removing the distortions caused by
overcapacities globally foreign subsidies

4. To open preliminary investigations, findings of 5. Uniform implementation throughout the EU ensured
sectoral subsidies - made in recent TDI investigations - by the EU Commission 
and reports on significant distortions to be considered 
as sufficient evidence

3. Sanctions as credible deterrent 
incentivising entities to provide 
the required information in a 
timely and transparent way
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Trade Policy Review
EUROFER looks forward to legislative proposals to address regulatory gaps undermining the level playing field:

> European trade policy should pursue a holistic approach supporting industrial policy objectives and help achieve its 

environmental and climate policy goals

> Integrated production, manufacturing value chains and technological innovation must remain and further develop 

within the EU to secure well-paid jobs and a green transition
23 April 2021
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